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AfriGIS welcomes new chairperson

AfriGIS (Pty) Ltd takes great pleasure in announcing the appointment of Thabo Seopa as its chairperson. Seopa
represents Awande Capital Partners on the AfriGIS and Canard holding company boards. The group has Vodacom and
Awande as main external shareholders, along with private minorities and the employee share trust.

“Seopa, known for his roles on the boards of Telkom, Trudon and other listed
entities, brings a wealth of experience in the data analytics world. We are
excited about his involvement in refining our value propositions to customers
and thrilled to have him on board,” says Magnus Rademeyer, AfriGIS CEO.

Seopa commented: “It is a privilege to be involved in AfriGIS; I have known
and worked with the team for more than a decade and the Awande investment
was a logical next step. I am particularly excited about our products in the
address validation and enrichment worlds, as well as our recent Location
Insights online geo-analysis add-on to the AfriGIS GISLike platform. The
AfriGIS geographic data assets, aggregated over the past 20 years, are
significant and can be of real benefit to South Africa.”

Location intelligence is the secret weapon of data-driven banking 13 Mar 2024

A GIS leap forward in the customer journey 28 Feb 2024

What are you looking for? 14 Feb 2024

Steering FMCG growth with GIS insights 30 Jan 2024

Black Swan events and their spatial consequences 23 Jan 2024

AfriGIS

We create ONE OF A KIND GEOSPATIAL SOLUTIONS. We use geospatial information science to bring
information about WHERE to life across industries and in any application. This helps our clients unlock
value through better business intelligence.
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